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FROM THE EDITOR
Climate change is the silent and slow-moving tide that many people sheepishly forget at best and
willfully deny at worst.
But the truth is inarguable and nearly inescapable. Most scientists agree that the earth is warming at an
alarming rate. While the world has always experienced natural cycles of cooling and warming, the
industrial boom of the 1950’s caused carbon dioxide levels to grow 250 times faster than they did before
human interference. Our cars, our single-use plastics, our rapidly evolving technology, our styrofoam,
and even our industrial farms all contribute enormously to the swelling amount of waste in our landfills,
our streams, our oceans, and our air. As a result, our oceans are growing more acidic, sea levels are
rising, natural disasters have become more frequent and more intense, and our hot seasons have become
suffocatingly sweltering. Perhaps unsurprisingly, people of color are more likely to live in the most
pollution-riddled areas of our Earth, making environmental justice another facet of social justice.
There has been much adieu in recent years over how humans can slow or stop the effect of our activity on
the Earth. And while the lion’s share of responsibility lies solidly with large corporations to mitigate
atmospheric carbon dioxide levels, individuals can also do their part to save our planet before it’s too
late.
This month, Sims Nation Magazine shines a light on the many ways that Simmers, as individuals, can
reduce their carbon footprints. As we prepare for Sims 4: Cottage Living and enjoy the Sims 4: Farmlands
mod, we can become better stewards of our very real oceans, air, and wildlife by minimizing our
consumption, supporting low-waste corporations, shopping locally, replacing single-use plastics with
reusable, natural materials, learning more about recycling, growing our own herbs and vegetables,
eating a plant-based diet, and much more.
In this issue, we talk to famed plant parent and streamer TaylorRynai, catch up with the ridiculously
talented KawaiiFoxita, and so much more. Learn about the eco-trend that is container homes, download
the rugged custom content that you need to get up close and personal with nature, get a comprehensive
overview of the robust Sims 4: Farmlands mod, and get the skinny on how to build your best cottage yet.
Get ready to go green with Sims Nation Magazine!
A.Em

ALAERYN EMLU'RATHIAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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MACHINIMA
HIGHLIGHT:
THE
BARNSTORMER

Jen, known in the Twittersphere as “SimLifeforJen,” is one of those machinima
makers at whom one cannot help but marvel. She has a meticulously artistic eye
for light and color, and an unflagging ear for pleasing sound. Her films are
wrought in shadows and filled with square-jawed, tattooed men and shapely
women. While exploring universal themes of unrequited love, betrayal, sorrow,
and triumph, Jen manages to tell visually stunning stories that are perfectly
planned, frame-by-frame.
In this issue of Sims Nation Magazine, Jen discusses her first machinima series:
The Barnstormer, in her own words.
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The Barnstormer was my first ever Machinima
series that I started in October 2020. Seasons
one and two are complete, and season three will
be starting soon. Trailers and recap videos are
available on my channel; I’ve also uploaded a
fun and very meta behind-the-scenes
machinima in which the characters, as actors,
discuss what they think will happen to them in
Season three. I grew as a machinima director so
much creating this series; I invested in a better
PC and editing program, finally started using
Reshade, and learned to expand the story
universes to give my characters room to grow.
The Name:
The "Barnstormer" - what does it mean?
Barnstorming has a few different meanings, but
one in particular stuck out to me: to "tour rural
districts giving theatrical performances,
originally often in barns.” I originally planned to
film a lot of this in a barn, but I eventually went
with the traditional red Circus tent look instead.

Series Synopsis:
Cole hadn't visited a carnival since he was a
child, but when he heard rumors of a
provocative "adult" dance performance, he was
intrigued enough to check it out. But what lies
beneath the red tent is something, and
someone, who will change the course of his life.
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When Raegen goes missing, Cole is desperate to
find her, but a blast from the painful past
threatens to derail any future he may have with
Raegan.
Fun Fact:
Around 2005-2006, I frequented Freeform Roleplay chat rooms and forums. On one particular
forum I started an RPG called The Barnstormer.
This is where the basis of this story formed, and
it was so much fun seeing the characters come
to life in CAS and on-screen, especially Malcolm.
I've changed a lot of the story, but the main idea
is the same. I still have the transcripts from that
forum RPG, and the free-form chat room RPG
sessions where I played the Barnstormer.

The Mains:
Cole The sweetest bean on this planet. He does not
easily fall in love, having been hurt horribly in
the past, but when he does, he loves with
everything he has. Even if it kills him.
Raegan Trapped in the service of the carnival, she only
wants to be free. But there are threats all
around her and memories she'd rather not
uncover. Ever.

Guy meets girl. Guy falls in love with girl. Guy
can't be with Girl. That's it.

Malcolm As leader of the carnival, you either hate him or
you love him. Like an onion, Malcolm has many
layers. Don't peel them back too quickly. You
may do more than cry.

No, I'm kidding, but that is the beginning of the
story. Completely smitten with Raegan, Cole
finds himself in a world he doesn't understand.
Along for the ride are his best friends, Jay and
Isabella.

The Barnstormer The focus of Cole's initial interest in the Carnival
visit; she is known to put on such a riveting
dance performance that patrons feel compelled
to...well....you'll see.

Season 1 storyline (no spoilers):
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DEEP ROOTS:

A
MOMENT
WITH
TAYLOR
RYNAI

Stepping into a Taylor Rynai stream
is not unlike stepping into a familiar
kitchen brimming with laughter,
good slow-cooked food, ribald jokes,
and great vibes. The community that
Taylor has fostered in her streams is
tight-knit and prone to side-splitting
shenanigans. From mods who
playfully side-eye the in-stream bot
to twerking forest animals, Taylor’s
streams rarely fail to amuse.
Taylor herself is a stunning, lightly
freckled queer woman of color wellknown for her army of precious
plants.

She often exalts the power of plants
and encourages others to begin their
own plant-parent journey.
Additionally, Taylor is dedicated to
creating Black Sims in each one of her
Sim Challenges and Let’s Plays. She
creates voluptuous Black vampires,
full-cheeked and bronzed-skinned
toddlers, and gorgeously brooding,
farming men of color. Deeply aware
of her own identity as a queer
streamer of color and her own
responsibility to carbon-neutraility,
Taylor is a near perfect example of an
enviromentally conscious, social
justice streamer.
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Alaeryn: Taylor, I am so honored to
speak to you for Sims Nation
Magazine! How is life treating you?
Taylor: No! The honor is all mine, are
you kidding? Life is going so well! I’m
definitely not where I want to be but
I’m miles ahead of where I was this
time last year, so I’m thankful for the
upward trajectory.
Alaeryn: Let’s jump into it by starting
at the beginning— where are you
from? What are the first games that
you remember playing, and how do
these experiences shape your stream
style?
Taylor: I grew up in the northern
Delaware suburbs where nothing
happens and there’s nothing to do, so
naturally my imagination runs wild.
Normal kids had tea parties with their
stuffed animals or did puzzles on the
floor in their free time; I built rocket
ships out of cardboard boxes and
pretended to be an astronaut news
anchor doing correspondence from
planet Zothair (some place I made
up). I’ve been out of this world for a
very long time.
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Alaeryn: Who or what inspired you to
begin streaming?
Taylor: I was bored and lonely during
lock down; I missed going out with my
friends every weekend and needed
some sort of community social
interaction. I had been doing YouTube
for a little bit, but I wanted real time
interactions, so I did a few streams on
Twitch and never looked back. The
community I’ve built now is full of
some of my favorite people.
Alaeryn: I personally adore your
streams for your unapologetically
Black Sims, your hilarious mods, and
your twerking forest animals. Can you
talk a little bit about your identity as a
Black queer streamer and how it
colors your experience on Twitch?
Taylor: So I was one of the fortunate
ones when it came to coming out to
my mom. She was basically just like
“ok.” So I’d never really seen my
queerness as “odd” or “other” until
college. I wear it as a badge of honor
honestly, like the universe picked me
as a person who is open to sharing
love with anyone. That’s really special
to me.

Being Black on the other hand has
been a wild ride for me. I grew up in a
mostly White neighborhood with
White friends. I went to a
predominantly white school. I have
vivid memories of my family [at
home] calling me an “oreo” while the
kids at school were telling me I
couldn’t be a Disney princess for
Halloween. It wasn’t until semirecently that I really embraced the
idea that Black doesn’t come in one
shade or one style; I really try to bring
that to my Sims game. I have
characters that are shark lawyers
during the day and run a strip club at
night, some that are uptight rule
enforcers, and some that are drugdealing social media stars. None of
that takes away from them being
unapologetically black.
Alaeryn: How did you create a loving,
dedicated community that feels so
much like family?
Taylor: In elementary school my band
director told me that if “you are
yourself, your people will flock to you,”
and I’ve never let that go.
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The community that I’ve built through
Twitch feels so much like family
because we are all our real, honest
selves and we accept each other
unconditionally while still roasting
each other in a way that only family
can.
Alaeryn: Sims Nation Magazine is
shining a light this month on “Eco
Living.” I know you care very much
about our changing climate and the
impact of humans on the Earth.
How can our readers do their part to
minimize their effect on the
environment?
Taylor: A really simple way to make an
impact is to swap out single use plastic
water bottles for two or three sturdy,
reusable ones that you can keep in
rotation. The average American
throws away 185lbs of plastics EVERY
YEAR. Plastic is devastating to marine
life and the off-gases are killing the
ozone and polluting the air. If we
simply cut the disposal of single use
plastics In half it would go a long way
in helping the environment.
Alaeryn: You are well-known as a
proud plant parent! What advice
would you give our readers who are
looking to start their plant parent
journey?
Taylor: Make sure you know how
much and what kind of light the
plant's destination gets. Most people
think plants just need light— but it’s
slightly more complicated than that.
Peace Lilies, for example, are native to
rainforests where they get dappled
light (sunlight filtered through the
leaves of the tree canopy) and can be
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injured by constant direct sunlight. So
knowing what kind of light your room
gets and then choosing a plant that
can thrive in it is key.
Alaeryn: You and I have chatted about
succulents and how many folks
assume they are easy to care for. Can
you talk a little bit about this?
Taylor: Well speaking of sunlight,
succulents need A LOT of light. Cacti
usually grow in deserts with nearly
uninterrupted sunlight from sun up to
sun down. So [although you may]
need to water a succulent or a cactus
less (less! Not never!) [you still need]
access to the right amount of light for
them.
Alaeryn: What plants do you have?
Which are your favorites? Are there
plants that are particularly difficult to
care for?
Taylor: How could I ever pick a favorite
of my babies?! If I have to pick it would
definitely be Kari the Golden Pothos.
She’s so low maintenance but so high
reward! She lived in the bathroom for
a while where the only light she got
was from the yellow overhead
bathroom light, and she still put out
new leaves at a rate faster than any
other plant in the house.
I do have some high maintenance
ones though, like Patricia the Peace
Lily. She will go into a dead faint if she
isn’t getting enough water or light
[but] will perk right back up once you
tend to her. I was sure she was gonna
die when I first got her because I
couldn’t find the sweet spot.
Turns out she’s only into warm water
and very little sunlight.
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Alaeryn: What are the environmental
and health benefits of being a plant
parent?
Taylor: Well the stream room, which
has the most plants in it, smells
different than the rest of the house.
We’ve also seen a reduction in my dog
Mak’s allergies since introducing
certain plants [to the household.]
[Plants] really do purify the air.
Now I’m no scientist but what if we
could replace electric home air
purifiers with organic plant life?
That feels like killing two birds with
one stone. Those poor birds!
Alaeryn: What do you do in your own
life to minimize your impact on the
environment?
Taylor: I recycle, but I also try to reduce
my need to recycle. I’ve replaced our
single use water bottles with halfgallon reusable ones; we use silicone
sandwich bags when we pack our
lunches, and I keep our reusable
grocery bags in the car so I never have
to have a bag full of bags under my
kitchen sink again!
I haven’t done this one yet, but I’d
love to get an electric car.
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Fuel emissions are a big part of air
pollution and ozone destruction, so I’d
love to have a car that reduces my
footprint in that way.

Alaeryn: Are you planning to purchase
Sims 4: Cottage Living?
How excited are you for it and do you
plan to stream it?

Alaeryn: Let’s jump back into your
gameplay! You’re currently working
on a 100 Vampire Baby challenge!
Can you tell us more about this?

Taylor: I’ve already preordered it!
I used to run a series called “The
Famer Bae Legacy” where I had a
family that lived on a farm; they had
cows and chickens and ran a farmers
market to pay the bills. I was three
generations in when I had to abandon
it because all of the mods I needed [to
run the challenge] were killing my PC.
I love the cottagecore aesthetic and I
owe a lot of my channel's growth to
that series, so I’m excited to bring it
back with this new pack.

Taylor: This is my favorite series
currently! In the past, when new
people came into my stream, they’d
always ask if I’d ever do the 100 baby
challenge.
My answer was always a quick and
definitive “no.”
Sim babies are boring, whiny objects,
and the idea of having 100 of them
makes me want to fight… but
vampires??
100 vampires?! Now that’s interesting!
That’s something I can spin into a fun
story, add some wild lore, and throw
in character development to!
Sure, I still have to deal with the
whiny objects, but it’s worth it
because eventually they will be
interesting, complex, deadly
characters.

Alaeryn: You are an outstanding
builder! Do you have any advice for
folks looking to build the cottage of
their dreams?
Taylor: Landscape. Landscape!
LANDSCAPE! A “meh” build can be
elevated to a “spectacular” build with
a few well-placed trees and bushes. If
you’re going to build a cottage, use the
plants that you can place on a wall and
have them climb up the side of the
house. *chefs kiss*
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Alaeryn: You also make some
gorgeous Black Sims!
Who are your favorite Black custom
content creators?
Taylor: Ebonix obviously. Her cc slays,
and she’s an innovator in the Black
Sim cc industry.
I also love Sheabuttyr! Their hairs are
top notch, and I’m patiently waiting
for the overlay drops!
Another thing to note is that all of my
garden friend dance animations are
done by KingBlackCinema, an
amazing, Black, Sim pose and
animation creator.
Alaeryn: Is there anything else you
want our readers to know?
Where can they keep in touch with
you?
Taylor: I want everyone to know they
are welcome in my garden! Be who
you are, come as you are, you’re
accepted here as long as you can be
respectful to others.
I’m very active on Twitter; you can
always find me there! I’m also going to
put more work into being active in my
Discord. We are gonna start watching
Saturday morning cartoons and
potentially a book club there.

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/TaylorRynai
Twitch:
https://www.twitch.tv/taylorrynai
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Country Chic:
A CUSTOM CONTENT
LOOKBOOK
BY SHELLYBEE
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custom
content
queen:
A Moment with KawaiiFoxita
INTERVIEW BY ALAERYN EMLU'RATHIAN
The brilliance and talent that belongs to Gemma, known in
the Sims community as “KawaiiFoxita,” is inspiring almost
unto the point of disbelief. Gemma’s meticulously-planned,
modern builds are jaw-droppingly stunning. Full of clean,
pleasing lines and spare vignettes of perfection, her builds
have taken the Sims community at large by storm.
Though she is a life-long gamer and Simmer, Gemma only
began building and sharing her work on social media in May
2020.Despite this, the head-turning quality of her work
earned Gemma a massive following in a matter of months.
A year later, Gemma has fostered a following of over eight
thousand on Twitter, over six thousand on Twitch, and a
huge dedicated audience on Sims 4’s online Gallery.
But Gemma is more than just a brilliant builder. She’s sharp,
well-versed in social justice issues, a mother, an artist, and
an all-around damn lovely person.
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Gemma’s streams on Twitch are equal parts homey, hilarious, and full
of heart. Her warm, buttery voice is soothing and often paired with
motherly, melodic humming.During her streams, viewers are able to
watch Gemma quietly erect immensely unique builds from the ground
up as she converses with her loving (if not often irreverent) chat
community.
Sims Nation Magazine sat down with KawaiiFoxita to discuss her
incredible body of Sims work, her life during quarantine, and the many
ways people can protect the world in which we live.

"I am very passionate about
topics like equality in gaming,
supporting women's rights
within the industry..."
ALAERYN: Gemma, it is such a huge honor to speak with you. Thank
you for agreeing to a Sims Nation Magazine interview! This year has
been huge for you personally; in just a matter of months you have
earned over 8,000 followers on Twitter and over 6,000 followers on
Twitch! How does it feel?
KAWAIIFOXITA: Thanks so much for inviting me! Honestly this has
been a really surreal explosion for me in terms of growth and exposure.
I only started on my Sims 4 journey back in May of 2020 and I didn't
expect my work to be as well received as it has been by the community. I
am very grateful for all the support and kind comments I've had.
ALAERYN: Newcomers to your stream will quickly realize that you are
deeply invested in your cultural roots in the UK. Can you talk a little
more about your upbringing and how it shapes your Sim builds?
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KAWAIIFOXITA: Well I grew up close to a pretty large Council Estate
and in the UK they are everywhere. They are very distinctive in their
appearance and are super recognisable. I started building mainly luxury
builds - dream homes - but then realised that what we don't have
enough of is the gritty stuff. It excited me to start working on my British
Council Estate Series of builds because it's home, and it's even more
rewarding when people comment that they feel like they are home too.
That's why I love to build and that's why I love to build things that are
real.
ALAERYN: When I first visited one of your streams, I was instantly
drawn to your no-holds-barred approach to social justice issues.
Which issues fire you up the most?
KAWAIIFOXITA: I try not to engage too much on social media when it
comes to these issues because it can actually be more of a hinderance
than a help to have another voice screaming into the echo chamber, but
I am very passionate about topics like equality in gaming, supporting
women's rights within the industry, suicide prevention, and as a victim
of sexual violence myself, the MeToo campaign is very important to me.

"I am growing. I am inspiring
others. Ultimately that's all I
really want to be able to do."
ALAERYN: Many know you as an incredible Sims 4 builder, but some
may not know you’ve only been building in the game for the last year!
How on earth did you get so good so quickly? Do you have any advice
for aspiring builders?
KAWAIIFOXITA: Thank you! I don't really know! I started out slowly, but
then with practice and the use of reference, which I absorb a lot of, I
started to explore and experiment with my builds. It helps that I do a lot
of replica builds because I can do a like-for-like. I think the main thing is
to just go for it because you can always bulldoze it if it doesn't work.
I recommend following floorplans, using interior and architecture
websites and also GoogleMaps. Collect references to refer back to and
study different types of homes/interiors
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ALAERYN: You’re also well-known for
your adamant love for fantasy games
such as Skyrim, Dragon Age, and
Assassin’s Creed. What do you love
most about these games? What future
installments are you looking forward
to most?
KAWAIIFOXITA: I sadly don't get to
play them as much these days, but I
love story-driven and narrative games
because I enjoy becoming emotionally
invested in them, connecting with the
characters and feeling like we are part
of their story. It's even better when my
community is there with me for it.
Dragon Age has always been my
favourite franchise; Inquisition being
my favourite game ever, so I am
extremely excited and impatient for
DA4. It's the only non-Sims game I
really care about!
ALAERYN: You and I share a deep love
of Bioware’s Dragon Age. What are
you hoping for in its fourth iteration?
KAWAIIFOXITA: I am hopeful that we
will see Arlathan and delve deeper into
Solas' world. I love the Elven aspects of
the game and cannot wait to see it
explored a little more. I also hope for
more wonderful romances!
ALAERYN: As you navigate your way
through the Twitch community, what
have you found the most rewarding?
What has been the most challenging?
KawaiiFoxita: Twitch is incredibly hard
at times. Content creation is incredibly
hard.
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Imposter syndrome really is the
biggest hurdle to overcome. It's almost
impossible not to compare yourself to
others when you are trying to make
something of yourself and your brain
can make you feel horribly inadequate.
That said, I am trying to be kinder to
myself. I am doing okay. I am growing.
I am inspiring others. Ultimately that's
all I really want to be able to do.
ALAERYN: Some may not realize how
difficult it can be to simply exist as a
woman in an industry dominated by
men. How do you carve out a safe
space for both you and your
community?
KAWAIIFOXITA: Women are
scrutinised in almost every regard
within this industry. If we aren't
judged and attacked for our choices,
we are being objectified and over
sexualised. If it's not that then we have
men trying to hold our hands and offer
their exceptional wisdom! It's
exhausting. We're much smarter than
our male audience will give us credit
for. Thankfully there are progressive
men in our circles that support us for
being good people instead of focusing
on our gender or our breast size.
I don't really tolerate any garbage like
that in my spaces. We've always been
exceptionally firm in my channel. Any
trolling, hate, sexism, or hand-holding
is quickly stomped out. No time-outs.
You don't get second chances, sorry!
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ALAERYN: How do you carve out time and space for yourself as a mother?
KAWAIIFOXITA: I didn't for a long time. I've been streaming about four years and for most of that I've
been burning my candle at both ends. I used to work full time, do commissions for emotes, stream, take
care of the house, do the chores, and look after my daughter. It led to massive burnout and a
breakdown. So, I've had to pull back on that a lot and try to find more time for myself. Instead of doing
9 hour streams, I now try to stick to 4-5 hours. With my newest schedule, I stream during the day and
have time for my daughter or my studies in the evenings. And I get to sleep at a reasonable hour! I
would 100% recommend it.
ALAERYN: Online, you talk openly about both your physical and mental health. How can our readers,
especially content creators, find the protective balance between self-care and content production?
What is your go to self-care routine?
KAWAIIFOXITA: Overworking yourself to the point of exhaustion is not the successful grind tactic you
think it is. It'll lead to illness and burnout, which will in turn set you back. Finding a schedule and a
balance that allows for your own personal time is key. Give yourself that. Your friends and community
will stand by you taking care of yourself. And if they don't then they probably aren't the people you
need around you anyway!
My self care is taking a bath, watching true crime documentaries / interior shows / Arctic Monkeys
videos with a cup of tea, or simply making sure that I do my skincare routine. I'm also trying harder to
set small goals for myself so that I feel like I'm achieving something every day. It really helps boost my
overall esteem.
ALAERYN: Let’s talk about eco living! This month, Sims Nation Magazine is highlighting how people
can do small things in their everyday lives to reduce their carbon footprint. How do you do this in your
life?
KAWAIIFOXITA: Well, I don't drive anywhere near as much as I used to now that I'm a full time content
creator, and I'm always very conscious of the amount of electricity I use. I also try to buy from ethical
brands where possible - particularly for makeup and skincare. My bubble is very small and I'm lucky that
I can also keep my carbon footprint small too.
ALAERYN: Let’s say a person wants to create an eco-friendly build in the Sims. Where should they
start? What are the hallmarks of eco-friendly houses to you?
KAWAIIFOXITA: Natural and reclaimed materials. To my mind eco is very much reusing what's around us
and shaping it into something else - I love straw bale building for this reason.
Also, large windows to capture light, solar panels, wind turbines, rainwater harvesting, composting
toilets, and heating from renewable sources. Lots of wood, cement and plants!
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ALAERYN: You’re also known as the
build custom content queen! You even
write about CC in SimmedUp
Magazine! Congrats! What do you look
for in build CC? Who are your go to CC
creators?
KAWAIIFOXITA: Thanks so much! I am
very lucky to be working on the team
for SimmedUp Magazine.
My CC preferences have changed over
the past year and I now look for a lot
more Mid Century content, but I have a
huge list of wonderful creators that I
go to. They are exceptionally talented
and their content is high quality.
I'd recommend: Eniosta, Felixandre,
Pierisim, HeyHarrie, Peacemaker,
Wondymoon, Kerrigan House Designs,
Meinkatz Creations, TudTuds, Charly
Pancakes, Mutske, Syboubou, Pinkbox
Anye, Cowbuild, Ravasheen, LorySims,
Maxis Match CC World, Sundays,
Raventons & The Sims Resource.
ALAERYN: We certainly can’t end this
interview without talking about the
Arctic Monkeys and Alex Turner. How
did you find them? What moves you
about their music?
KAWAIIFOXITA: Ahh, yes. The Arctic
Monkeys. We are the same age, so I
guess you could say I've grown up with
them. I found them initially when I was
living in Los Angeles actually. Their
first album was the only thing I
listened to because it helped me feel
less homesick.
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I love the Sheffield accent so I was
immediately hooked, but their music is
so good. Alex is an exceptional writer.
Not all bands have songs that you can
listen to 15 years on and transport
yourself back to being a teenager.
They're bangers!
ALAERYN: Is there anything else you
would like to tell our readers? Where
can they best connect with you?
KAWAIIFOXITA: My CC builds are not
for download and I don't create CC lists
because it's just too time consuming,
but I'm happy to answer questions or
help out with info where I can. I live on
Twitter, so that's a good place to
connect with me, or join us in-stream
to chat with me. That said, I really only
ask that people greet me first and ask
politely. Nothing will get you ignored
quicker than a "Download?" or "Link?"
comment.

Twitter: @KawaiiFoxita
Website: kawaiifoxita.com
Twitch:
https://www.twitch.tv/kawaiifoxita
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THE CLAN:
CHAPTER
SEVEN
WRITTEN BY SARAH N.
SAN MARCOS 2016
The night Maren’s father killed their family changed her.
Because she didn’t want to die, she fell in line and did as
her father said. Unwilling to turn his daughter, her father
thought it smart to keep Maren human so she could
remain at his service during the day. Jackson, Ron, and
Blain, who was her mother’s killer, moved into the house,
taking over her and Lily’s rooms. Maren was forced to sleep
on the couch. The sneers from both men made her so
uncomfortable that, when they were around, she did her
best to hide.
On a full moon lit night Jackson, Blain, and Ron fought
some other men from a family a few towns over. From
what she overheard of the conversations behind the door,
the other men were trying to take over San Marcos, but
that was Jackson’s family’s territory
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She ran, fearful that they would follow her and that she
would finally meet the same fate as her sister and mother.
She knew they could probably track her by her scent, an
ability she only recently learned they had. Making her way
carefully down to the creek that ran behind her house,
Maren sat in the water, rubbing mud and muck all over her
to try to mask her scent.
A twig snapped and her heart started to race as terror
wrapped its icy grip around it.
“Maren...are you out here?” asked Blaine. He sounded
different, almost normal. But she knew he wasn’t normal;
she knew he was one of them and would kill her like he'd
killed her mother.
Refusing to answer, Maren flattened herself against the
ground. He must have heard the water moving, because in
the next instant, he was over her. Before she could let out a
scream, his hand was covering her mouth.
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“Shhh. I’m not going to hurt you,” he said. Maren’s eyes
widened in fear. She didn’t believe him, not for one
moment. This was the first time they’d ever been alone
together. “I swear, I’m not going to hurt you. I know
somewhere you can go where you’ll be safe. You can
escape this.”

Sadness seeped from Blain’s eyes. “No, I didn’t kill her.
That night, Jackson and Ron killed her. I...what I did was
disgusting. Only then, it didn’t feel disgusting. Something
happened to me over these past two years, something I
didn’t expect. I can’t tell you what it is; just know that I’m a
changed man. And I want to help you escape this life.”

Curiosity got the best of her and she looked at him,
confusion in her eyes. He removed his hand, keeping a
finger over his mouth to tell her to be quiet. Whispering,
she asked, “what do you mean? Why do you want to help
me?”

“Yea right. How are you going to help me do anything?
Y...you’re a monster! You kill people and laugh while doing
it,” Maren asked, disbelief and disdain dripping from her
voice.

“Let’s get you somewhere safe first, then I will tell you
about it. Do you trust me?”
She wasn’t sure what made her say yes, but she did. Blain
picked her up easily, cradling her like a baby. He moved
with grace and inhuman speed to the top of a mountain
with little effort. He slowed as they approached a cave.
Sitting Maren down, Blain moved a rock to reveal an
opening, a light shining through it.
Gesturing for her to go inside, Blain said, “This is where I go
when I don’t want to be around them.”
As she walked in the cave, he came in behind her, pulling
the rock to hide the opening. Inside the cave were
lanterns, a couple of couches, and a cot. Blain moved to
one side of the cave and sat on the couch, motioning for
Maren to sit on the other. As she sat, she looked at him
expectantly.
“You know what we are, right? I’m what is known as an
enforcer for Jackson’s family. I have this role because it is
my family heritage. I don’t want it, but I have no choice in
the matter. Jackson’s family is dangerous and, now that
your father has joined them, he is dangerous too. They
want to turn you but can’t without your consent. What
they CAN do is kill you.”
Maren looked at him, tears in her eyes. “B...but you killed
my mom! You’re just like them!”

“I’m not the monster you think I am. I know, you don’t
believe that right now and that’s fine. But I AM going to
help you. I’m going to give you the money I’ve saved for the
past two years. I have a house for you already, down in San
Ysidro. You’ll be paid up for two years. During those two
years, I want you to save everything you can. Move every
two years, pay with cash, and keep a low profile. Use a fake
identity when you can.”
She looked at him, eyes wide with shock. “You...you want
me to run?”
Staring at her, he said, “No, Maren. I want you to live! I’ve
arranged for you to fly down to San Ysidro tonight. You
won’t be tracked and you won’t be traced. But I need you to
go. I’m begging you to go,” Blain said.
Nodding, Maren said, “I’ll go…”

To be continued...
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comfort
and
courage:
A Moment with
SaurusSims
Interview by Alaeryn emlu'rathian

Saurus, above all else, uniquely embodies the idea of
“wholesome” streaming.
While she practically breathes coziness in her
posture alone, often streaming while curled up in her
gaming chair and surrounded by a colorful
kaleidoscope of interesting memorabilia on shelves,
Saurus manages to straddle the very meaningful line
between comfort and courage.
Saurus is the rainbow-haired, tea-drinking, dinosaurobsessed, custom content creating, Pride supporting
cat mom who has fostered a remarkably cozy corner
of the Twitch Internet. Though she’s earned the title
of Twitch Partner, her large community has
remained tight-knit, welcoming, and honest. During
Saurus’s streams, her viewers open up about difficult
topics such as social anxiety, identity crises, and
troubled home lives. Kiki masterfully attends to chat
between intricate builds and gameplay, offering not
only her sincere sympathies but also her wealth of
life experience as comfort. Of course, it doesn’t hurt
that her third webcam also acts as a kitten cam;
viewers find solace in both Kiki’s presence and the
playful preciousness that is her brood of six cats.

Kiki’s custom content, a veritable spread of brightly
colored clothing and meticulously rendered hairs, is a
top-notch fan favorite. Her creations are wildy inclusive,
ranging from long, layered looks to unabashed textured
locs. Her work is as unique, thoughtful, and bold as she
is.
Sims Nation Magazine interviewed Saurus to gather her
thoughts about pet parenting, safe-space curation, and
life as an LGBTQ content creator.
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Alaeryn: Kiki! I am so
enormously grateful to have you
for Sims Nation Magazine!
Happy belated birthday! How is
life with those two new kittens
of yours?

Saurus: Heyo! Life with six cats
who are still partially
segregated to ensure a smooth
integration is somewhat busy
and hectic but good! All cats are
doing well and are happy,
which makes me happy! My
cats are everything to me;
they're my children, and my
reason for [continuing] on days
when I'd rather not, honestly,
and I will do everything to
ensure they're happy and well.
Alaeryn: Anyone who knows
even a little bit about you
knows that you are a proud cat
mom to six wonderful cats! Tell
us a bit about them!
Saurus: My cats are called Myth,
Maya, Peanut, Percy, Fievel and
Fitz (oldest to youngest) and I
might be a bit biased but
they're literally the best cats in
the world. They all have their
distinct unique personalities of
course, and people who
frequent my streams and are
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"I'm passionately
trying to
encourage both
myself and
others to be
kinder to
ourselves and
loving ourselves
as we are."
solid parts of the community know them well (and even
have their favourites). Honestly sometimes I think some
people only stick around for their shenanigans, lol! Even
though they've been adopted at separate times, they all
get along beautifully - people often comment in surprise
on how close knit they are despite not having all grown up
together from the start!
Alaeryn: The world has changed so much since
quarantine began; what have you been doing to protect
your mental health during these trying times?
Saurus: Interestingly enough, the quarantine itself didn't
have a huge effect on me personally in the same sense it
did for many other people; I have pretty bad social anxiety
and general anxiety, which means I've

never been one to go out much,
or meet people face to face. That
said, 2020-2021 have not been
the easiest years for me for many
other reasons, and the main
things keeping me afloat during
tough times have been my cats,
my friends, and my amazing
community on Twitch/Discord.
Alaeryn: You’ve long
championed the LGBTQ+
community in both your work
and your Twitch streams.How
does the queer community, your
gender identity, and your
dedication to safe spaces shape
the way you navigate the cismale dominated domain that is
the larger gaming community?
Saurus: Being a female gamer,
and a queer one at that means I
get my fair share of hate and
trolls, but for the most part it has
little to no effect on me beyond
making me even more protective
of people like myself. I'm not
easily phased by people with
archaic attitudes and opinions on
what it is to be a gamer, and I've
been fairly invested in various
social justice battles for my entire
adult life.
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Besides, most of the time my mods
are on top of it before I even have a
chance to see them! There are the
occasional incidents when griefers
who specifically troll streamers
(usually female, and/or queer) who
are playing more (toxic)maledominated games. [Griefers] will do
their utmost to ruin your session
online, which is pretty frustrating.
[This is] admittedly part of why I tend
to stick to the cozy comfy games while
streaming.

Alaeryn: Most of our readers know
you as the incredible SaurusSims,
talented and colorful Sims 4 custom
content creator! How did you start
this work? What inspired you to first
begin creating CC for this game?
Saurus: Ever since TS3, I've been a
huge fan of custom content; what the
game and expansions had to offer was
never enough for me, and I
downloaded so much custom content
my partner used to joke that I spent
more time downloading and
organising my cc than I did playing the
game, lol! When I got into TS4, the
first thing I did was start looking for
custom content. At some point I was
looking for something very specific,
but couldn't find it... and so I made my
first piece of CC! It was a simple
recolour of something, and I don't
think I ever released it to anyone else,
but that's where it all started!
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Alaeryn: Can you walk us through
your CC creation process? Where do
you begin? How do you know when
you’re “done?”

Alaeryn: What are your favorite
pieces of CC you’ve created to date?
What do you enjoy creating most?
Hair? Clothes?

Saurus: Honestly each piece I make
has its unique process. Sometimes I
have a very clear vision for what I
want; other times I have a vague idea,
and I simply hop into Blender to
experiment and to see how it would
look. I always start by extracting the
meshes and textures I want to use as a
base, and go from there. Somewhere
along the way the final shape and
style comes together, and I know I'm
done with the *mesh* when it
functions as it should during testing.
After the main mesh is done, I move
onto the other bits like hat chops for
hair, and lower LODs, shadows,
specular, etc. In between all changes, I
test in game, and when everything
seems up to my standards, I'm done!

Saurus: I think I like making hair and
clothes equally, though I tend to
gravitate towards creating more hairs,
heh. My personal favourites are
probably the ones that gave me the
biggest battle or that took the most
effort to create, and that's most likely
because I'm just proud of the fact that
I stuck with it. Some of my all time
favourites include all my rainbow
hairs like Lollipop, Moonstone,
Mitsumame, my Pride sets, and my
colourful jeans.
Alaeryn: I’m sure many of our
readers, especially those who are
content creators like yourself,
struggle with “imposter syndrome,”
or feeling as though they are not
worthy of creating great things for a
larger audience. Have you ever felt
this way? How do you combat this
feeling or similar feelings in your
everyday life?
Saurus: OH boy, I'm all too familiar
with impostor syndrome! One of the
things I've struggled with most in my
life was having self confidence and
believing in myself. I flip between
feeling like I'll never be good enough
and that I don't deserve it [when
things are going well.] No matter
what, my friends and community are
there to reassure me, support me, and
keep me going; I'm forever grateful for
that. My partner in particular works
hard to try and convince me of my
value every single day, and I love them
for that
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Alaeryn: You are not only an amazing
custom content creator but also a
wonderfully wholesome Twitch
streamer! I’ve never seen a
community more loving and honest.
How did you curate such an amazing
lot?
Saurus: I am very proud of the
continuously supportive and loving
energy within my community.
My moderators and I have made it
very clear no hate or bigotry will be
tolerated. I'm passionately trying to
encourage both myself and others to
be kinder to ourselves and loving
ourselves as we are. I also think
kindness begets kindness; by helping
others feel safe, secure, and more
positive about themselves, we
encourage others to pay that [feeling]
forward.
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"I am very proud of the
continuously
supportive and loving
energy within my
community"
Alaeryn: You’re also well-known for
your amazing builds! Your epic shell
challenges have also highlighted the
stunning expertise of your
community too. What advice do you
have for folks who want to take their
building to the next level through
T.O.O.L and Better Build Buy?
Saurus: T.O.O.L. and BBB are LIFE! I
don't know if my builds are all that
"amazing" (def feeling the impostor
syndrome here when people say such
things lol), but I love building and I
love trying new things and
experimenting with the mods.
I've learned to trust the process. My
builds look like a chaotic mess [at
first], but I know I’ll always get there in
the end. Based on what others say, I
think a lot of people scrap builds fairly
early on when they're not vibin' with
them, and I think that might be a
mistake. At the end of the day, you can
fix anything by throwing a bunch of
plants on it, hahah.

Alaeryn: Is there anything else you’d
like to share with us? How can people
best connect with you?
Saurus: I do occasionally post on
Instagram and Twitter. I recently
started a TikTok (don't judge it too
harshly; I'm still learning, but if you
like my cats you'll probably see videos
of them there!) I think I have the
easiest time connecting with people
via streams and on Discord. My
streams are usually very chill, and we
just like to vibe while playing games
and having good conversations about
interesting stuff! Thanks for reading
this far, and maybe I'll see you around!
😁
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Creating a massive mod like Farmlands is not a programming feat
for the faint-hearted.

Sims 4: Farmlands

Answering
the Call to
Country life

Writing script mods that seamlessly integrate with existing Sims 4
script, reimagining looped animations, and melding new objects
out of thin air and endless string commands is mind-bogglingly
meticulous work. This enormity of the task is often exacerbated by
fan expectations, but Arnie, known as @thesims_plus on Twitter,
managed this feat in spades. The brilliant and soft-spoken modder
created Sims 4: Farmlands to answer the adamant farming desires
of many Simmers in the broader Sims community. After hearing the
complaints and fervent supplications of Simmers who desperately
wanted farming in the Sims 4, Arnie set about designing a massive
mod that answers the country life call.
Sims 4 farmlands allows Sims to retreat to the countryside of Eden
Hills, a lush and idyllic semi-open world carved from the rolling,
sea-surrounded hills of Brindleton Bay.
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In Eden Hills, Sims can purchase farm plots, raise farm animals, and get to know the local townsfolk, all of whom
come brimming with deep-seated Sim lore. The world boasts a bustling Farmer’s market, many available farming
plots, a romantic town chapel, a bank, a supermarket, a park, and lots built by the talented Kate Emerald. The mod is
enormously good fun and surprisingly labor intensive.
But Arnie’s beloved Farmlands mod is still in its earliest stages. First available to paying patrons for a mere 5 USD,
Sims 4: Farmlands wrestles with a few frustrating glitches, some of which can be categorized as game-breaking.
There is much to love about this mod, despite its issues, and it is a good addition to satiate the farming Simmer’s
deepest desires.
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Getting Started
To begin the country life in Sims 4: Farmlands, Simmers must have the Cats and Dogs expansion pack and the Bust
the Dust kit already installed. Simmers can populate Eden Hills themselves by visiting Brindleton Bay or by simply
installing Arnie’s save file, which comes with the Farmlands download.
Once settled in Eden Hills, the hero Sim must visit City Hall to register as a farmer.

My witchy Sim arrived in town to grow the most pleasant of plants thanks to BasementalMods; deal with it.
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City Hall is a hub for many activities, including voting for Neighborhood Action Plans and looking for work. Once
registered, the player experiences their first inkling of town lore through a dialogue box with the snooty, Landgraab
secretary. The secretary, related to the infamous Landgraab family, sniffs at the hero Sim and snidely dismisses
them for their chosen profession. Does she want to get punched in the face? Because that’s how you get punched in
the face.

What do you mean you “guess” it’s cool that I’m choosing to register as a farmer? Baby girl, this line of work ain’t for you.

The hero Sim may then choose the Country Farmer Challenge as their aspiration, which leads Simmers through the
opening stages of the mod. The Sim must complete tasks like improving their gardening skill, purchasing their first
farming plot, and riding their first horse.

The goalposts for this custom animation are helpful, but often the roll-over descriptions of each separate step are
not.
That is, if the player is unsure about how or where to complete a given task, they cannot rely on the roll-over
descriptions of each aspiration step for clues. This can be a little disorienting, especially as the player tries to adjust
to the mod and its unfamiliar world. This aspiration is also extremely simple. Even as a slow player, I was able to
complete the entire aspiration in less than an hour of gameplay.
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Farming and Animal Husbandry
Once the preliminary farming paperwork is complete, the hero Sim may begin performing the activities that are
easily the beating heart of the mod: harvesting crops and raising farm animals.
While the hero Sim can grow crops on their own chosen lot, the mod allows farming on a much larger scale through
the purchasable lots scattered around Eden Hills. The cheapest way to obtain a lot is through the mod’s sweet old
elder George, who recently lost his wife Adele.
By interacting with George, the hero Sim can learn more about the town’s history, the townspeople, and George’s
own life.

Growing to know a town through interactions with its people is a facet of this mod that is oddly satisfying. Most
tales and backstories will come accompanied by tasks the hero Sim can complete to improve both their relationship
with a given citizen and more thoroughly explore Eden Hills.
Players can help place a rose on Adele’s grave, search for Adele’s long lost horse, examine the town’s broken
windmill, and much more.
I personally had a bit of trouble getting George to spawn on his lot when I needed him, even in broad daylight,
which was a little frustrating.
Luckily, he was at home when I needed to buy a plot, and Phoenix did so for 5,000 simoleons.
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After buying a lot, the hero Sim may choose to erect a lot for crops or a lot filled with a particular farm animal such
as cows, rabbits, fish, sheep, pigs, bees, chickens, or even ducks!

Hero Sims can plant spinach, carrots, potatoes, herbs, grapes, green peas, onions, tomatoes, turnips, or strawberries
at later farming levels. Sims can also choose to plant a “blank crop,” which simply means that they can plant more
than one sort of crop at once.
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Phoenix planted tomatoes. He then promptly purchased a couple of “Crop Facilities”: watering systems (a piping
system that provides automatic irrigation) and anti-insect systems (automated pesticide systems) for 2,000
simoleons each. Hero Sims can purchase Greenhouses at later farming levels for 10,000 simoleons.
Choosing a certain crop scatters that crop’s seeds in orderly, soft soil rows. It is then up to the hero Sim to plant the
seeds by hand or license a tractor to assist with this enormous task.
The crops in this mod work as intended. It is pleasing to watch the tiny sprouts flourish in their tilled rows, and the
irrigation systems splash every inch of the plot with jets of water.

Eager to explore the animal husbandry portion of the mod, I bought another plot, hoping to fulfill my dreams of my
Sim wandering through a field of adorable mud-rolling pigs. But this is when I experienced my first disappointing
glitch. After indicating that Phoenix wanted to raise a field of pigs, I waited eagerly for my pigs to populate on my
slice of land, but my plot remained frustratingly empty. Confused, I changed my choice to a bunny farm and then a
fish farm. In all instances, my plot remained empty. This phenomenon was indeed a game-breaking glitch reported by
other players, but after the public release of the mod, Arnie addressed and corrected this issue.
Arnie’s farm animals are unmistakably adorable. Hero Simmers can spawn them on farm lots or purchase them in
build buy on their home lots.
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Phoenix, alongside his brawny farmhand Tyree, built a chicken coop and then promptly adopted a sheep, a pig, and
a cow.
The chicken coop comes in a wooden crate with iron rivets and imprinted with the image of a cartoon chicken. A Sim
must build the coop before filling it with the clucking fowl, an objectively thoughtful touch.
After erecting the worn, makeshift coop, the hero Sim can then care for chickens, which mill about the immediate
area. Sims can bond with the chickens by telling them secrets, feeding them treats, telling them stories, stomping
playfully around with them, and asking them silly questions. The farmer can check the happiness of their chickens
by rolling over their coop. The menu will inform the player about the chickens’ hunger levels, their health levels,
and the state of their eggs.

Most of the interactions involving the chicken coop are flawless: Sims open the wooden door upon the roof to
collect eggs and sprinkle yellow feed during chicken meal times.
Some of the interactions are a bit strange, though. The playful stomp interaction is a clear “stomp in puddles”
animation loop, complete with rain water splashing the hero Sim’s boots.
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The interactions with sheep, pigs, and cows are equally cute. Hero Sims can shear sheep for wool, scrape mud from
pigs to make clay, and of course milk cows for fresh milk.
Once bought and placed, the animals stand in a fixed area, gazing around with large, slow-blinking eyes and
looping through allotted pet animations from Cats and Dogs. Farmer Sims can hug, pet, kiss, feed, and bond with
their farm animals through inane chatter. It’s all inarguably adorable.

It takes time for each animal to generate enough of a
given good for the farmer to collect. During this cooldown period, the animals remain dutifully in one spot.
I was admittedly a little disappointed that the animals
did not mill about autonomously the way cats and dogs
do in the game. Outside of their programmed, looped
animations (the pig looks about and rolls in repeatedly in
“mud” while the sheep twitches its ears and peers at its
surroundings), the animals do not do anything else.
They’re almost decorative, with little life outside the few
animations allotted to them.
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The cows also stand stockstill, as if transfixed, moving their heads occasionally from side-to-side and swishing their
tails.Some interactions between cow and Sim are recognizably dog-like, allowing the cow to nearly stand
enthusiastically on its hind legs with its tongue lolling from its mouth.
The “milking” interaction is also lackluster. The selected Sim simply kneels and then waves their hands beneath the
cow’s udder.
It goes without saying that Arnie deserves some grace in the animations area. Writing a script mod this aweinspiringly sprawling is an enormous work all on its own; the mod still has room to grow and improve, and I’m
almost positive that future iterations will provide more complex animations.

Hero Sims can sell collected milk, eggs, honey, and produce at the Farmer’s Market. When the Sim does arrive at the
Farmer’s Market in the middle of town, they show up with a little red basket in the crook of their arms.
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Horseback Riding
Eventually, the game will prompt the player to “hop on a horse.” This is the portion of the mod that sets it apart
from Cottage Living, the official EA-developed country life expansion pack, which will not include horses.
Arnie’s horses are majestic. They swish their grand tails and shake their heads while pawing at the soil with their
hooves.
Before being able to ride their chosen horse, the Hero must build a relationship with the animal. Talking to the
animal, feeding it treats, singing it songs, and taking pictures with the horse should do the trick.

It’s delightful to watch your Sim saddle up, and once seated, the player can direct their Sim anywhere they like.
However, this animation is choppy and unnatural.While riding, the hero Sim’s body physics do not match the
horse’s movements; the Sim appears stiff in the saddle, and the horse’s gait appears belabored. My Sim often
dismounted without prompting, and when he did, it became clear that the dismounting animation was actually the
bike dismount animation. Phoenix even swiped his heel beneath the horse as if pushing up a bike’s kickstand.
Again, these are issues I’m almost certain later versions of the mod will address.
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Smaller issues that I encountered have since been corrected, one of which was a strange claw-posture my Sims
often adopted while I played the mod. It was as if they were perpetually clutching a book in one or both hands, and I
constantly had to reset them to remedy the issue.
Overall, the Farmlands mod is an ambitious project that requires more polish, but mods in their initial stages
always do. Despite these buggy hiccups, Sims 4: Farmlands will delight Simmers who are eager to add a fresh layer
of quaint countryside life into their games for a reasonable price.

Arnie’s mod is now available to the public and has received a number of bug-squashing updates.
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SIMS NATION GROUP’S

Most Valued
Members

The lifespan of a gaming group dedicated
to any given game can be tenuous and
fleeting.
Communities thrive, despite the natural
ebbing and flowing of game interest,
thanks to the dedication and passion of its
members.
Sims Nation exists upon many social
media platforms: Twitch, Twitter, Discord,
Instagram, TikTok, and, of course,
Facebook.
Boasting over 2,500 members, the Sims
Nation Facebook group is a gathering
place of love and laughs. It is ground zero
for Sims Nation giveaways, contests, tips,
and breaking news; it sets the goldstandard for engaging members in
meaningful ways.
Sims Nation Magazine honors the
contributions of our most valued members
for the month of June:
Lauren B., Kelly K., Reeda-Sha, Sierra B.,
and Carmen D!
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SIMS NATION PRIDE!
MOBILE EDITION
Sims Mobile, the slick Sims 4 sibling that players can keep in their pockets, remains fairly build-buy
limited. Because players are unable to build basements, porches, balconies, flat roofs, rounded roofs,
pools, mezzanines, and many more architectural essentials, Sims Mobile players must use every
ounce of their creativity and know-how in order to build incredible things in game.
For the month of Pride, the Sims Nation worked in tandem with TSMGotTalent to find the most bold
and beautiful Sims Pride Party house. In addition to grappling with Mobile’s inherent limitations,
contestants also had to keep their build total to under 100,000 simoleons. Readers can find the top
two entries, from ScottSimoleons and Simsmemo, on the following pages.
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SCOTT SIMOLEONS

Scott’s vibrant Pride Party house build is a
triumph of both color and sound. Surrounded by
bursting fireworks and shimmering rainbow
lighting, Scott’s Pride house invites Sims from all
over to party until the wee hours of the
morning.The lower level boasts a big indoor
“pool” area constructed from blue carpeting and
a functional hot tub. The Sims “float” in the
“pool” with the help of yoga foam rollers.
Upstairs, Sims can dance and juice themselves
into a pride party stupor at a rainbow lit bar.
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SIMSMEMO

Tamago’s Pride house, by contrast, is a
chromatic work of absolute serenity.
Constructed in a garden filled with
rainbow-wielding leprechauns,
Tamago’s party house looks like a
series of overlapping diamonds, each
sporting a different shade of the
rainbow. Outside, Tamago has created
a “pond” from blue carpeting, inverted
bars, and overlapping, lantern-lit
trees. Sims lope around the gardens
and sit chatting on strategically placed
park benches
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SIMS NATION
STONEWALL CHALLENGE
#WHITEROOMCHALLENGE

Stonewall Inn, an iconic gay bar in Manhattan’s Greenwich Village, is well-known as the
epicenter of the modern American pride movement.
As the sweltering month of June waned in New York City and in the wake of gay icon Judy
Garland’s untimely death, police raided Stonewall Inn in 1969. In those times, gay people were
often arrested and brutalized as criminals.
Gay bars like Stonewall were often their only havens away from state-sponsored oppression, but
police often infiltrated even these safe-spaces to demand bribes and arrest unsuspecting gay
people.
Tired, despondent, and frustrated, the queer community of Stonewall inn defiantly pushed back
against the police.
The commemoration of that night, when the streets of New York filled with the passionate cries
of a people ready to riot and resist, became Pride
In June, Sims Nation Magazine challenged the Sims community to recreate and reimagine the
Stonewall Inn in a contest called “The White Room Challenge.” Much like the HGTV program of
the same name, the Sims Nation White Room challenge offers Simmers the shell of a single
white room.
The room comes furnished with only a few furniture pieces, but the placing and category of
these items are essential to the final product. Simmers must use what is in the room, building
and adding around the selected items to fit the theme.

The winners of June’s White Room Challenge were @ilo1s4, @Simsmemo, and Sarah M.
Enjoy their full-spread entries on the following pages.
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@ILO1S4
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@SIMSMEMO
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@SARAH M.
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Just like magic, the Sims 4 Cottage
Living gameplay trailer, guru-led
livestreams, and Game Changer
Cottage Living content have
delighted the Sims community at
large once again.
Players are buzzing about the wide
array of new gameplay features
that the fresh expansion pack
promises; stuffed to the brim with
cottage-core build buy, intricate
Sims lore, sprawling views, and
quaint country life activities,
Cottage Living is poised to offer
Simmers worldwide a sweet peek
at the simple life in Henford-onBagley.
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Sims 4
Cottage
Living:
what to
expect
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The World of Henford-on-Bagley
The new world that comes folded into Sims 4: Cottage Living is called "Henford-on-Bagley."
Reminiscent of a squat English-countryside town, Henford-on-Bagley offers Simmers the lush,
rolling hills of picturesque England and the robust Sims lore that many Simmers have craved.
Henford-on-Bagley boasts three distinct neighborhoods: Finchwick, Old New Henford, and The
Bramblewood.

Finchwick
Finchwick is the heart of village life in
Henford-on-Bagley. Home to the
weekly Finchwick fair, a bustling
marketplace, Crumplebottom's
Garden shop (where players can
purchase items for their gardening
and jam-making needs), the Gnomes
Arms Pub (owned by Sarah and Simon
Scott), and village errands, Finchwick
is where the Sim fresh to farm life can
get to know the seasoned locals.

Old New Henford
Old New Henford is an idyllic
neighborhood with wide open spaces
just outside of town. Its lush
countryside is perfect for farming,
raising livestock, and befriending
Wild Animals, who will forage for
special trinkets on a Sim's behalf.
Simmers can find the new, brokenhearted NPC Cecilia here as she
remakes her life in a refurbished barn
and as the unlucky-in-love Creature
Keeper Michael Bell aches for her
from afar. This is also where Simmers
can find the Olde Mill Estate, one of
the larger lots in the new expansion.
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The Bramblewood
Finally, the Bramblewood is the untamed wild of Henford-on-Bagely. Here, Sims can collect
chocoberries, mushrooms, and nightcaps. They can visit the Island of Volpe, which brims with
the rich history of Henford-and-Bagley and hosts the most romantic spot in town. This is also
where Sims can find the Creature Keeper's home. The Island of Volpe Park, conversely, is home
to Sophie the Snail and Cordelia Falls.

"LilSimsie demonstrates and confirms "death by bunny."

The Bramblewood is also where Sims
can befriend wildlife. However,
befriending the cozy critters of the
Bramblewood isn’t exactly a walk in
the park. Sims will need to take great
pains to cautiously get to know a
certain animal. Through trial and
error, Sims will need to discover what
a particular bunny likes and what it
doesn't like. No two bunnies are the
same, and neither are the birds or
foxes. That is, while one rabbit may
enjoy gifts of carrots or apples, the
next rabbit may prefer a pie or some
other goody in the hero Sim's
inventory.
Sims who foster positive relationships
with bunnies, birds, and foxes will
enjoy a whole host of wondrous
benefits such as:
Treasure-hunting bunnies
Insect-attacking birds
Fertilizing bunnies
Less aggressive foxes
Birds who sing to crops
Friendly wildlife will allow Sims to
take them home as pets to perform
these helpful actions. However,
earning the ire of these cuddly critters
can yield pretty gruesome results.
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The People of Henford on Bagley
In a gameplay loop firmly familiar to gamers who frequent such games as Stardew Valley or
literally any epic fantasy, developers have included a villagers quest system to the Sims 4.
Henford-on-Bagley is stuffed full of interesting lore and character backstories; as the hero Sim
becomes acquainted with this treasure trove of charming characters, they can provide helpful
services to these characters by performing tasks for them. For example, the grocer may need a
pick-up of certain ingredients or the Creature Keeper may need help foraging for mushrooms.

YouTuber James Turner jumped
quickly into errands gameplay for his
infamous rags-to-riches legacy Let's
Play. It became obvious that these
quests were not simple "one-offs" by
any means. Often, players will need to
bake items, travel, forage, and more
in order to complete the tasks.
However, players have infinite time to
complete the tasks, and they can
choose more than one to complete at
a time. In fact, Simmers may have up
to three tasks active at once. Each task
will reward the Simmer with
simoleons and an improved
relationship with the townie Sim.
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Fresh Farm-to-Table Gameplay
Cottage Living brings a fresh focus to the simple pleasures of small-town family life. Full of
rustic windows, country cabinets, and quaint cookware, Cottage Living is sure to please the
family-player. In the pack, families can cook together, garden together, watch over their
beloved animals together, picnic together, can fresh goods together, and even make jam
together.

Canning and Cooking
One of the most highly-anticipated features of the upcoming pack is the new canning activity.
Players will be able to harvest choco-berries, fruits, and mushrooms from The Bramblewood, a
scenic woodland area just outside of town. Once a Sim has harvested these collectibles, they
can use them to create a wild assortment of jams right in their kitchen. The pack promises a
collection of 16 kinds of jams that Sims can cook up in their country kitchens.
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But even this is not all. Families will not only enjoy a new selection of recipes to choose from,
but thanks to a base game update, children and other family members will also be able to take
part in a new interaction called "Group Cooking."

During Group Cooking interactions:
Up to five family members cook
together (including children!)
Children gain "Mental" skill
Family members forge sentiments
about one another
Families produce higher-quality
food and more servings
There are many more recipes to
master in this pack, amongst them
Beef Wellington, Yorkshire Pudding,
Bangers and Mash, and more.
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If this were not enough, Simmers can now choose from several "lot challenges," the number of
which will vary according to how many packs a certain Simmer owns. The Cottage Living
Challenge "Simple Life" urges Sims to fish, harvest, and collect the items they need for daily
living.After all, with the "Simple Life" challenge active, the forever-full refrigerator will no
longer be forever full.

Grocery Shopping and Delivery Services
However, if a given Sim has trouble procuring the ingredients they need for a particular recipe
or project, they can obtain the items at Finchwick’s town shops or even order grocery delivery!
The garden shop, which Agnes Crumplebottom runs alongside her cousin Agatha, offers animal
treats, wool, fertilizer, and many other items Sims require for their fresh farming life.

In addition, farming hopefuls can make a chunk of change by selling their hard-grown produce
to these town shops.
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Gardening
Gardening gets one heck of an overhaul in Cottage Living. Players will be able to grow such
large crops as massive mushrooms, leafy lettuce heads, huge pumpkins, swelling watermelons,
and oddly phallic looking eggplants.
Despite the nearly ribald placing of confidently grinning women alongside their enormous
eggplants, gardening in Cottage Living is truly a family affair. The pack, in tandem with the
next Sims 4 base game patch, allows children to water, weed, and harvest crops.

Toddlers will adorably talk to plants
and even ask strangely off-kilter
questions about gardening in the way
that only toddlers can.
Teens, Young Adults, Adults, and
Elders can even teach their little ones
how to garden, which increases
Mental skill in-game.
When planting such oversized crops,
Sims will need to watch over and tend
to these crops carefully. The manner
in which the Sim cares for their crops
will yield varying results in not only
crop quality but also in crop size and
number. After scattering seeds on the
brand new oversized crop plots, Sims
can produce nine small plants, two
medium plants, or one large plant.
There are benefits to each size,
however. Smaller crops work best for
canning. Large crops are better for
festival entries.
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Cross-stitching
The cross-stitching activity will allow Children, Teens, Young Adults, and Elders to master
the art of cross-stitching. There are 34 different cross-stitching patterns that Sims can
attempt, working through ill-advised stitching maneuvers and pricked fingers. If a certain
Sim wants to work outside the cross-stitch pattern box, they can also cross-stitch from
reference by taking a photo of some person or object in their immediate vicinity. As with
the art of gardening, child Sims can learn the nuances of cross-stitching from their older
counterparts.
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Animal husbandry
Caring for cozy farm critters takes on a kooky twist within the Sims 4 Cottage Living. Families
work together to:
Shear llamas for cross-stitch necessary wool
Milk cows for various fresh recipes
Collect eggs from Cooped Hens
Befriend the bunnies and fowl of the forest for treasure hunting purposes
The overall happiness and diet of the kept animals affects the quality of the goods they
produce. Feeding rainbow feed to a beloved cow will not only poof her into rainbow-furred
glory, but it will also get her to produce some delicious rainbow milk that can be bottled,
enjoyed, or entered into Finchwick fair's weekly competition.
Treats can affect farm animals in a multitude of incredible ways. Sims can change their hens
into golden hens that lay golden eggs; they can, through the power of midnight feed, change
their chickens into bold, black demon chickens. They can feed their chickens vegetables so that
the chickens produce green eggs. Sims can cajole their llamas into eating the colorful feed
necessary to change their fur from white, to blue, to brown, to orange!
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Each chicken coop will house up to eight of the fluttering fowl, and Sims can care for the
chickens and collect their eggs. However, Sims will need to keep a close eye on their beloved
hens; skulking foxes can slip into unattended chicken coops and make off with precious egg
treats of their own. To prevent this, farmers can purchase a new alarm called the fox-be-gone,
which will sound off when a swiping no-gooder creeps into the chicken coop under cover.
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The Finchwick Fair
Finchwick, Henford-on-Bagley's town center, will host weekly competitions for both
country recipes, best farm animals, and finest large crops. Both winners and participants
will earn prizes at the close of each competition, but only winners will get to enjoy their
immense bragging rights.

In fact, these fairs will appear on a refreshed calendar coming to base game. This gamechanging, organizational widget was once tied exclusively to the Seasons pack, but its extensive
powers will now become available for base game players.
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Pond Tool
A brand new, highly-anticipated terrain addition -- the pond tool-- is also coming to the
Sims 4 base game as a complement to the Cottage Living pack. Gamechangers and avid
builders alike squealed at the impending change, gabbing about watching their Sims fish
and wade at a fully customized pond's edge. Currently, Simmers can only include ponds in a
given build by resorting to the "fishing hole" in the debug menu.

But developers included a stunning
new aspect to pond building-- the
inclusion of spawnables. After
creating a pond with the pond tool,
Simmers will also be able to populate
the pond with a number of critters
and cute pond life: swans, ducks,
dragonflies, fireflies, turtles, frogs,
and even alligators!

If this were not enough, Simmers will
also be able to fill their ponds with
whatever fish they desire through a
new menu.
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Create-a-Sim and Build/Buy items
Expansion packs always arrive brimming with new CAS items and build/buy assets, but
Game Changer content has given us our first up close and personal look at the country
living fashion and down-home quaint cottage build items. Through rustic kitchenware,
thatched roofs, new wood floors, modestly comfortable clothes, and romantic tousled and
braided hairs, Cottage Living has come alive anew.

Photo from @Simsontherope
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In addition, GameChangers like HeyHarrie, Devon Bumpkin, and Clare Siobhan created the
beautiful builds available in the pack.

Cottage Living is stuffed with the
sprawling gameplay that will satisfy
even the sourest of Simmers. After
clamoring for the country life and all
its farming accoutrements for many
months, Simmers will finally be able
to care for cuddly farm critters, cozy
up with cross-stitching, claim gold in
country competitions, and cook with
their families using only ingredients
from their farms.
The pack will drop July 22nd, 2021.
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